
Year 7 Autumn 2: What is Pantomime? 
A. Overview of Commedia dell’Arte 
Commedia dell’Arte was an early form of professional theatre 
originally from Italy popular between the 16th and 18th 
century. The genre included stock characters, borrowed 
storylines from literature and a range of exquisite masks and 
costumes. 

B. Pantomime in the 21st Century 
Pantomime performances are often staged between November and January 
each year around the Christmas period. Some of the most popular pantimies 
include Jack and The Beanstalk, Dick Whittington and Cinderella. They often 
include moments of humour, audience participation and musical numbers. 

Terminology list:

Narration Somebody explaining what is 
happening in the performance 
directly to the audience. 

Stock Characters The typical characters that 
pantomimes have (i.e a Damsel in 
distress, a dame etc).

Fourth Wall The imaginary wall that separates 
the stage/ actors and audience. 

Cross Gender Casting When men play women’s roles 
and women play men’s roles.

Audience interaction When the audience is expected to 
join in with the action. 

C.Stock Characters (Images below)
● Harlequin - The jester of the company, often making a fool of himself
● Pantalone - An old wealthy merchant acquiring many business skills
● Il Capitano - Opportunistic and greedy
● Columbina - Often in love with one of the other characters but can be 

bold and brave  
● Il Dottore - Often a knowledgeable professor/ doctor like character



Homework Task Complete?

1 Learn the keyword spellings on the terminology list by using read, cover, write, check. You will 
be tested on these during your first three weeks of your lessons. 

2 Learn the answers to these questions from Box A:
Where did Commedia dell’Arte originate from?
What typical features does the genre include?

3 Learn the answers to these questions from Box B: 
What are some of the most popular Pantomimes?
When are Pantomimes usually performed? 

4 Learn the definitions on the terminology list by using read, Cover, write, check. You will be 
tested on these during your first three weeks of your lessons. 

5 Summarise each stock character in Box C in one word each. 
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